Introduction. The motivation for this paper lies in an attempt to classify the minimal homogeneous identities with derivation which hold for the (skew-) symmetric elements in an ideal of a prime ring R with involution. As a consequence of [11] , there are two specific types of such identities f(x d , y h ) of degree two if R does not satisfy a polynomial identity and chari? Φ 2, and no such identity can be of the form /(JC, y h ). The situation when either chari? = 2 or R is a PI ring, and about other degree two homogeneous identities not of these forms, remains to be studied. In this paper we investigate identities of the form p(x,y) = C\xy D 9 y) cannot be a central polynomial for the (skew-) symmetric elements except in two specific cases, or when R embeds in M2 (F) . The results in [11] are not applicable here since now the same variable appears both with and without a derivation applied.
Throughout the paper, R will denote a prime ring with center Z , extended centroid C, and Martindale quotient ring Q [15] . Henceforth, we shall assume that R has an involution, *, and for any ideal / of R we set T(I) = {r + r*|r e /}, S(I) = {r e I\r* = r}, and K(I) = {r -r*\r e 1}. It is easy to to show that * extends to C [16] . We say that * is of the first kind if C = C Π S, and is of the second kind otherwise. In general, the latter case is easy to deal with. For D a nonzero derivation of R, it is easy to check that D extends uniquely to a derivation of Q, so restricts to a derivation of the central closure RC+C of R (see [8] ). We say that D is inner if its extension to Q is the inner derivation aά(A)(x) = xA -Ax, for AeQ, and otherwise call D outer.
Although our main result is for a two variable quadratic expression p(x, y) as above, we actually obtain a more general theorem for central quadratic identities in n variables, with a single derivation applied. Specifically, consider the expression p{x x ,... 9 x n )= ]Γ a ij x i lJ Xj + bijXiXj lJ for aij, bfj e C, and Djj a derivation of R for each {/, j]. We call p(x\, ... 9 x n ) a quadratic central {skew-) trace identity for a nonzero ideal / of R, if p(r x , ... , r n ) e C for every (r\, ... , r n ) G W X (I) x x W n (I), where FP (7) = T{I) or ^(7) = K(I). Any such identity decomposes into a sum of similar ones, each homogeneous in its variables. For example, taking JC, Φ Xj and x^ = 0 for k Φ i, j yields the central identity atjxfxj + bijXixf + aμx^Xi + bμXjxf on [17] shows that if D is centralizing for all x e R, then R is commutative, and by [14] , if x is restricted to be (skew-) symmetric, then R satisfies the standard identity S4 when char R Φ 2. When D is skew-centralizing on R, then again R is commutative [4] , and R satisfies S4 if D is skewcentralizing for all (skew-) symmetric elements [14] , An extension in the centralizing case was obtained in [10] by restricting x to be a (skew-) symmetric element in an ideal of R. These will all clearly be included in our result here as the special case when c 2 = z 2 in p(x), and both x and y are (skew-) symmetric.
The proofs of our results will use the theory of generalized ^differen-tial identities [8] to show that D must be inner, and to reduce to matrices. The value of this reduction is to make the required computations reasonably straightforward in nature, although they remain considerable. In addition, we need the noninvolution versions of the theorems from [12] .
Preliminaries. Before getting to our main results, it will be useful to make a few preliminary remarks concerning rings with involution. These are implicit in the standard literature, but we state them as lem-mas for convenience of reference. Recall that R satisfies the standard identity S4 exactly when R embeds in M2(F), for F a field. LEMMA Since p{x x ,...,x n ) is multilinear and homogeneous, if the substitution of f / for x t gives zero, then so does the substitution of c/ί/ for x im Consequently, p(x\, ... , x n ) is an identity for /.
As we mentioned, the approach we take will reduce to the situation where R is a matrix ring over a field. Our next lemma will provide a useful computation in this case, but before stating it, we recall some important facts about involutions, and establish some notation. Suppose that R = M n (C) with involution * of the first kind, so * is the identity on C. It is well known that * on R is either of transpose type or is symplectic. In the first case, * is matrix transpose followed by conjugation by an invertible diagonal matrix. In particular, (en)* = eή, and for i Φ j 9 e\j + aeμ e T and ey -aeμ G K for a suitable choice of a = a(i 9 j) E C. When * is symplectic, then n = 2m, and if B e M 2m (C) is written as B = (2?y) for j?y e M 2 (C), then B* = (Hij) where /fy = Aάj(Bμ) 9 the classical adjoint. We may also write B = Σ-δy-Ey > where 2?y is the identity of
The context will make clear whether Aij refers to the (/, j) entry of A e M n (C), or to .the (/, j) 2x2 block of A = ΣAijEij e M2 m (C). In the case of either involution we will often write ίy = ey + (ey)* and vy = ey -(ey)*.
We come now to our last lemma about involutions. 
. , x n ) containing a maximal number of occurrences of D among all such sequences, then hβ is a nonzero ^-polynomial identity for R.
Applying Theorem A will tell us that D is inner or that R satisfies a certain *-PI. Our next lemma shows that the particular *-PI which will arise, forces R to satisfy S4. LEMMA 
If cxy + zyx e C for all (x, y) e W x x W 2 , where c, z eC and each Wf is either T(R) or K(R), then c = z = 0 or R satisfies S4.
Proof. Assume that c^Oorz^O, and observe that f(x, y, w) = [cxy + zyx ,w] is a *-identity for R, so by Amitsur's result [1; Theorem 1, p. 63], R must satisfy S$. If * is of the second kind, then Lemma 2 implies that f{x 9 
y,w)
is an identity for any ideal of R. But R is a prime ring, so the ideal is as well, and is commutative since f(x, y 9 w) is of degree three. Thus R is commutative, proving the lemma. We may now assume that * is of the first kind, and since /(x, y,w) is multilinear, it remains an identity on the appropriate subsets of RC = RZ~ι, and of RC ® F = M n (F) for F a splitting field of RC. As we have seen, R satisfies 56, so M n (F) does as well, forcing n < 3. Consequently, we are finished unless n -3.
We may now assume that R -M$(C) and * is of the first kind, so * must be of transpose type because R is of odd degree over C. If Wχ = T and W 2 = K, take x = e\ 2 + <^2i > 7 = ^23 -^32 > and w = £33. Then /(JC, y, w) = 0 yields c^π + zabe^γ = 0, contradicting c ^ 0 or z ^ 0. When W^ = K and ^2 = T, interchanging the choices of x and y gives the same contradiction. Hence, we may assume that W\ -W 2 . If c + z Φ 0, then setting x -y yields [c + z)x 2 G C, so x 2 G C for all x G T, or all x eK, and applying Lemma 1 contradicts R = M 3 (C). Finally, should c + z = 0 we have xy-yx eC for all x, y G Γ, or all x , yel, contradicting Lemma 3. Therefore, either c = z = 0, or R satisfies £4, proving the lemma.
We can now see how to use Theorem A and Lemma 4 to make our first major reduction: the derivations appearing in a quadratic central (skew-) trace identity must be inner. In our main results, we apply Lemma 5 to conclude that D is inner, and so our quadratic central identity will be a *-generalized polynomial identity on /. This fact will enable us to assume that I = R = Soc(2?) is a simple ring with eRe = eC for any primitive idempotent e e R. Our last lemma shows that in this situation it suffices to assume that R = M n (C). The proof was suggested by the referee and replaces arguments originally given in each of our first three theorems to follow. Proof. The assumptions on R imply that any r e R has finite rank, that fRf = M n {C) for any idempotent / e R of rank n, and since * is of the first kind, that for any ri, ... , r k eR there is a symmetric idempotent e e R of arbitrary large rank satisfying r\, ... , r k e eRe [6; Theorem 4, p. 89]. Also, it is an easy consequence of the definition of Q that for e eR an idempotent, eQe = Q(eRe) = eRe.
It will be clear that our argument is the same for q{x) or for p(x,y), so for simplicity we assume that q(x) is a central identity for x e W(R), where W = T or W = K. Using D = ad(^), write q(x) = q{χ 9 A). Let e e R be any symmetric idempotent with rank e > 4, so that eRe = M n (C) and n > 4. Now for x e W(eRe), q(x, eAe) = eq(x, A)e e eCe, so qχ(x) = cxx E + cx E x is central on W(eRe) where E = &d(eAe). By assumption, E = 0, forcing eAe = z e e for z e e C. Similarly, if / e R is a symmetric idempotent with rank / > 4, then fAf = Zff for Zf eC. As we observed above, there is a symmetric idempotent g e R with e, / e gRg, and again gAg = z g g for z g e C. But z g e = z g eg = e(z g g)e = eg Age = eAe = z e e, so z g = z e , and similarly z g = Zf showing that eAe = z A e for z^ € C independent of e e R with rank e > 4. To see that this implies that A e C, let r G i? and choose a symmetric idempotent eGi? with rank e > 4 so that r, r4, ^4r e eRe. We note that since D = ad(^4) and R = Soc(i?), it is indeed the case that is an identity for a nonzero ideal / of R, and so g(x, 3;) e C for all x, y e J. Applying Theorem B gives the contradiction that R satisfies S4. Hence, a = a* for all a e C, so * naturally extends to RC ® F for any extension field of C. We use this observation to reduce to matrices over a field. 7 to be an algebraic closure of C, then for any primitive idempotent e eH<g)F, e(H®F)e = eF. Our argument so far shows that we may reduce to the case that I = R = Soc(7?) is a simple ring with eRe = eC for any primitive idempotent e e R, and a = a* for all a e C. It follows from Lemma 6 that to finish the proof it suffices to assume that R = M n (C).
at = ah + ah* = ah + (ah)* e T(I). Thus, T(H) c CT(I), and similarly, K(H) c CK{I). Now T(H ® F) = T(H) ® F, from which we may conclude that g(x, y) e F for x, y e T(H ® F) (or #(// ® i 7 )). Because p(x) is a homogeneous quadratic expression in x, it is straightforward to see that p{x) € F for x e T(H®F)
Since * is the identity on C, as we indicated before, * on R is either of transpose type or is symplectic. Assume the former and recall that for / Φ j, βjj + aβji is in either T or K for a suitable choice of a e C. Now D = ad(^4), so we have
The off-diagonal entries of each evaluation of p(x) must be zero, so for /, j, and A: distinct, the (/, k) and (fc, /) entries of/>(ey + αe/, ) are zero. These are c^ and z^z, and c Φ 0 or z ^ 0, so ^ = 0 whenever / Φ k. If c = z, then ^"^(x) = x 2 A -Ax 2 , so letting x = ey + aeμ + e ik + be ki , and computing the (k, j) entry of c~ιp(x) yields ^4 77 = ^4^, since A^j = 0. This shows that A e C and gives the contradiction D = 0. If c ^ z, then using the fact that A is diagonal shows that pfaj + aeμ) = a(c -z)(Au -Ajj)(ea -βjj) e C. But n > 2, so it follows again that An = Ajj, and D = 0 results.
Next, we may assume that * is symplectic. Then n = 2m, and each B e M2 m (C) may be written in 2 x 2 block form. We proceed much as in the case of transpose type, assuming that p(x) e C for x G T. The case x e K has an argument which is virtually the same, only requiring some changes from "+" to "-". Begin by setting x = En = e 2 i-ui-\ +e 2i 2i, and use p{x)E kk = E kk p(x) = 0 for k > 2 to see that in block form, A has nonzero entries only in its 2x2 diagonal blocks.
Suppose first that c = z, so that p(x) = x 2 A -Ax 2 . The offdiagonal blocks of p(x) are zero, so considering the (3,1) entry of p{e\\ + eγi + e\4 -e^) shows A 2 \ = 0, since we know that A^\ = 0, where the subscripts refer to the entries of A and not its 2x2 blocks. We also get Aγ 2 = 0 by looking at the (3, 2) entry of p(e\\ + e 22 + e 2 4 + en). Interchanging 1 with 3 and 2 with 4 in these computations shows that A43 = ^34 = 0, and similar computation when n > 4 will prove that A is a diagonal matrix. But now, since p{x) is commutation of x 2 with a diagonal matrix, if x 2 has a nonzero entry in the (/, j) position, then An = Ajj. Using x = t + t* for t = e n + e 13 + e 14 + ^23 gives A n = A 12 = A 33 = A 44 , and if n > 4 we can similarly show that A is scalar, so D = 0.
We may now assume that cφ z. Note that if x 2 = 0, then /?(.*) = (z -c)xAx e C. For x = ^13 + £42, one obtains ^34 = A 2 \ = 0, and for x = e 24 + £31 we get ^12 = ^43 = 0. Thus, in its first two 2x2 blocks, A is diagonal. Now x = β\ 3 + £14 + £42 -£32 > yieldŝ 33 = ^44, and p(^3i+^32+^24-^14) Ξ C gives ^n = ^22 Next, take x = ^11+^22+^13 + ^42 and use p(x) as given in (1) . Since p(x) e C, its (1, 3) entry is zero, resulting in cA n = cA^, and considering the (3, 1) entry of p(β\ 1+^22 + ^31 +^24) shows that zA n =zA 33 .
Since not both c and z are zero, we have An = A33, and A is scalar in its first two 2x2 blocks. When n > 4, the computations above with all subscripts increased by two, repeated as necessary, will show that A is scalar, finishing the proof with the contradiction that D -0. We may henceforth assume that c Φ z, and since Z> = ad(^4) we may write (2) p(
Our next result considers the two variable identity p(x,y) = C\xy
Also, recall that C = CπS. Because p(x, y) is a multilinear expression and α* = a for all a e C, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can extend our hypothesis to Γ(Soc RC ® F) = T{H), or to K(H), where F is an algebraic closure of C. Thus, we can assume that / = R = Soc(i?) is a simple ring and eRe = eC for e any primitive idempotent in R. Note also that as in Theorem 1, D is a derivation of H, and so of R as just described.
Using Lemma 6, we may assume that R = M n {C), n > 2, and C = Cf)S. As in Theorem 1, the involution is either of transpose type or is symplectic. Our calculations at this point will go through several cases depending on the type of involution, the characteristic of R, and whether the theorem holds for T or for K. We begin with the case that the theorem holds for T. If either * is symplectic, or char R Φ 2 and * is of transpose type, then the identity matrix /" e Γ, and from Lemma 3 forces A e C and so D = 0. Now T = K when char R = 2, so to complete the proof it suffices to assume that the theorem holds for K and that either * is symplectic and char R φ 2, or that * is of transpose type.
Next we consider the case that the theorem holds for K and that char R Φ 2, with * symplectic, Write A = ΣAijEij in 2 x 2 block form, set U = en -e 2 2 £ M 2 (C), and note that UEu G K. Now from (2), p(UE ii9 UEjj) = (z -c^UAijUEij -UAjiUEji) e C implies that Aij = 0 for iφ j, and then considering the coefficient of
(C).
If Y = β\\, then the (1,2) entry of equation (3) Proof. The proof follows the outline of Theorem 2. Assume throughout that some c\ Φ 0 and that R does not satisfy S4. Also, we assume without loss of generality that x e T(I) and y e K(I), since it will be clear that the other case follows by a completely parallel argument.
By Lemma 5, D = ad(A) for
AeQ. Now g(x 9 y 9 w)
is an identity to which we may apply Lemma 2 if * is of the second kind. In this case, for some nonzero ideal / of R, p(x, y) G C for all x, y e /, and Theorem B forces either all d = 0, or R to satisfy S4. Therefore, we may henceforth assume that * is of the first kind. As in our previous results, we can extend the hypothesis to hold in the ring Soc(RC ® F), and so assume that I = R = SOC(JR) , and that eRe = Ce for any primitive idempotent e e R. It suffices to assume that R = M n (C) by Lemma 6.
We may now assume that R = M n (C), for n > 2 and since D = ad(A) for A G R, we re-write p(x,y) to get the expression Evaluating (5) with xy = yx = 0 yields p(x, y) = C2JC^-C3^^4x G C. In particular, when * is of transpose type and we take x = en and y = e jk -be kj for /, 7, A: distinct, then since the (i 9 k) entry of p (x,y) is zero, it follows that A tj = 0, and so A is diagonal. Use (5) where z = Ajj-Au . This reduces to zcιe ik + zcτ,abe ki e C, so shows that ZC2 = 0, which forces z = 0, and proves that A is scalar. This contradiction means that when C\ = 0, * must be symplectic. Set A = ΣPijEij with P u e M 2 (C), as in Theorem 2, let x = En, y = UEjj for JJ = e\\ -^22 € Λf^ίC), and observe that as in the case above, using (5) gives ciPijUEij -c^UPjiEjj e C, and so, forces P t j = 0 when / Φ j. Now computing the (/,./) entry of p(BEij + B*Ejt, UEu), where 5 e M 2 (C) is arbitrary, shows that c^U{BPjj -PaB) = 0. Since c 3 ^ 0, and C/ is invertible, we must have BPjj = PuB, and this forces Pa = Pjj to be scalar. Consequently, A is scalar and D -0. We have shown that Ci = 0 is impossible.
To complete the proof we need to consider two more possibilities, the first of which is that c 2 -C\ = C4 -C3 = 0. In this case, since C\ = Using the expression for p(x, y) in (4), suppose that * is of transpose type, let x = en and y = e jk -be kj for /, j, k distinct, and observe that since the {i 9 k) and (j, /) entries are zero, one has (c 2 Finally, we may assume that * is symplectic, and as above set A = ΣPijEij for Pij E Mι{C). Once again, use (4) with x = En and y -UEjj for / Φ j, and U = e\\ -en £ Af2(C), together with one of C2 -C\ Φ 0 or Q -c 3 ^ 0 to see that Py = 0. It is clear that now CE//)^ = 0, so p(E ii9 y) = CiE^ + GL^/I. Computing the (z, 7) 2x2 block when y = 5£ /7 -B*E jΊ , for 5 e M 2 (C), shows that 2?P/ ; = p^ jj ? so as we have seen before, Pa = P/ 7 is a scalar matrix. Therefore, A is scalar, so D = 0, and this contradiction completes the proof of the theorem.
Our introductory comments showed that the investigation of a general quadratic central (skew-) trace identity reduces to those identities considered in our three theorems. We end this paper with a general statement putting those results together. 
